
↳BranchedCovers

let X be an n-manifold.

LetBcXbe an In-2)-dimensional submanifold (blocus

Adownof X branched along B is

an in-manifold Z, along witha continuous

map fiz
-X satisfying

· fYB) is an (n-2)-dimensional submanifold of Z

· f :z - f-B) ->X- B is a double cover
z -f-(B)

Ex:S" is a double cover of branched along two points.

View 2 =[(x,y,z) IRP) xy+z= 13 and B
=[10,0,1, (0,0,-11]

thenLet i:S-S be 180rotation aboutZaxis. i(B)=B

and the quotientof 5 by :is SY2S?

Let 9: -> 5Y =5 denote thequotientmap.

-
thenElsisky is a double cover and g(B) =[x,y)=B.



Ex:B" is a double branched cover of B branched along
a line segment (withendpoints and

As above, let i:B+ B begiven by
180 rotation

aboutthe z-axis. Notice, BY:B and ill=L

Let q:B
->BY: IB bethe quotientmap.

i.-- --
then Eliis a double cover and 9"(B) = B.

Ex: T2 is a double cover of branched along 4 prints

⑳atte
Ex: SxD" is a

double cover of B branched along
two arcs withendpoints on OB=S?

---180°



In general, if X has boundary and BCX

has OBCOX, then the boundary of a

double cover of X branched along itis

a double cover of X branched along OB.

Increasing dimension, let's think aboutbranched
covers of Sand BY.

Ex: S3 is a double cover of s branched along
the unknot U. B" is a double cover of

B"branched along a spanning disk of U.

We are interested in the following situation.

Suppose (as is alink that bonds a surface

FcB"with no closed components.

It turns out5unique double covers of s
and BY bronched along Land F, respectively.
we denote themby Ic(s) and InB", F).
Note that&[(B"L) =22(0B"01) =[n(s?)

We would like tounderstand these manifolds.



Algorithm
Let L be

any link
and choose a diagram of 1.

let Ibe a spanning surface for L

(not necessarily orientable)

Assign each crossing +or -1 according ⑪totheconvention:

+ - +7
theEngraph associated to F, devoted by FF, is obtained
as follows. Label theregions Ra.

...,
Rn.

·Rix vertex viwithweight-Esigns of crossings incidentto Ri

· Il crossing between Ri and Rjn Il edge between Viand Vi
-2

-⑧

-2

WeassociatemetricbilinearfromGreatthe
Delete Ro and theedges incidence toRo.



Let Gr be theincidence matrixoftheresulting graph.
-
2

-=Gr=fY!]
-I

thenGErepresents Gr in some basis for Hi(F).

We call Gr a Eratrixfor F

Facts. If F is orientable, then U+VT also represents GF,
where is a Seifertmatrix V of L.

·Gr represents theintersectionform of [21B", F)

lafter I is pushed intoB")

Ex:For thetrefoilk=
and thespanning surface F =Mobiusband =I
[21sK) bounds [(B!F), which has intersection

form Gr=f-2]-
ZelBY F) is given by thehandlebody diagram D
Moreover, 22(SR) is a "lens space"



deckerboardsurfaces

Given a fixed diagram for LCS,
there are two beardsurfaces

spanning W

withtheentrates ander. Cr
Each gives a Goeritz matrix

⑪- ->G/)
Taitgraph negative definite

- I

12⑳-Grpositive definite
Fact:If is alternating, thenGis and Go are definite

Ladmits a diagram whose

crossingsalternate between over and under

In particular, one is positive definite
and theother is negative definite.



So [z(BYB) and IIB" w) are bothdefinite

love is positive definite, one is negative definitel

: For Go and Gis in thelastexample,
7lattice embeddings
(2Gw) ->(25) and (5",G) ->( -5)

( you know Ilattice embeddings
kY -Gw) -> (1 -5) and (2YGs) +(It -)

from an old homework)
this doesn'thappen for all links. We'll see

why this embedding exists next time.
(Hint:itexists because the knot we started

withis slice).


